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Copyrights Agreement 

KOTESOL Proceedings 2019 
 

The AUTHOR, by submitting their material(s) to Korea TESOL (KOTESOL) for publication 

considerations in KOTESOL Proceedings, hereby releases all copyright ownerships and 

permissions to KOTESOL, contingent upon publication by KOTESOL within one (1) year of 

receipt. The AUTHOR is individually and personally responsible for obtaining permissions in 

cases of prior publication in whole or part for any copyright infringements within the materials. 

Such permissions should be in written form, and included in the original submission. Absence 

of such permissions in no way relieves or reduces the sole liability of the AUTHOR, should 

copyright issues arise.  

 

KOTESOL will advise the AUTHOR of submitted materials within three (3) months following 

submission deadline of intent to publish and form of the publication. Prior to notice of intent to 

publish, the AUTHOR has the right to withdraw their submission.  

 

After publication by KOTESOL, KOTESOL agrees to grant reprint rights to all requesters, 

subject to concurrent approval by the AUTHOR. Nevertheless, the AUTHOR shall make pro 

forma requests to KOTESOL for copyright release prior to reprinting the material(s) in any 

form. KOTESOL shall also make such pro forma request to the AUTHOR for copyright release 

prior to reprinting the materials. Any reprint of the material(s) shall bear the phrase “reprinted 

with permission from KOTESOL Proceedings 2019” or other similarly worded phrase.  

 

KOTESOL’s right of publication shall extend from the initial paper production (if any) to 

maintenance of the materials in an electronic media “library” such as an internet-based “web 

page” (if any), to production of permanent electronic media such as CD-ROM, so long as the 

material(s) are maintained in a collection of material(s) similarly first-published.  

 

Author name:   

  

Author signature:   

  

Date:   

  

Address of signatory:  

 

 

 

 In the case of multiple authors, one Copyrights Agreement shall be filled out by each author. 


